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After my first couple of quarters at RIT I turned from
"straight"
photography to bookmaking because it seemed new,
exciting, and promising. I liked the logical and subtle way
sequencing could be used to communicate, and the effects I could
achieve by combining different materials with my photographs.
Eventually the physical characteristics of these materials (how
they folded, stacked, draped etc.) became integral to the way I
wanted my pieces experienced, and my
"books"
began to lean toward
the sculptural.
I continued to work with these issues for my thesis show.
The resulting pieces were complex enough to be experienced and
understood from different angles of approach. One could
intellectually analyze the conceptual aspects of the show, or
just relate to the work through an intuitive approach. I wanted
the work to be open to different degrees of understanding
depending on the viewer's motivation. Ideally I wanted the
viewer to become involved with the surfaces and forms of the
material
- the weight of the pages, the illusion of liquid
plaster etc. and still walk away pondering the issues of mental
illness and the possibility of a character escaping from its
book.
The decision to present my work as an installation was made
because I wanted to tie my pieces together thematically, and to
guide the viewer through my ideas without resorting to straight
forward illustration. The installation was set up as follows:
As the viewer entered the installation he or she found
him/herself in a hallway filled with books. There were two
chairs which suggested leisurely browsing. A few of the books
on
the shelves were: Denial of illness, Escape From Freedom, On
Psychoanalysis, The Psychology of Women, etc. There were no
contemporary psychology books on the shelves, only old texts.
The only handmade books were three stuffed linen books which said
"Psychology"
and which sat on top of one of the bookshelves.
Their covers were made from a photograph of the first pedestal
book. I painted the pages together in a clump to give the
illusion of marbled paper and to prevent the books from being
opened. If the covers were opened, though, it was apparent that
the books originally were soft cover and were contemporary
psychology books (by authors such as Rollo May etc.) . There was
also an old clock and an old globe present. The point of the
hallway was to set up a sense of time and place and to hint at
the surreal changes that would be taking place in the next room
of the installation. A pedestal stood at the end of the hallway.
On it were a candle and a book labeled Psychology.
As the viewer rounded the corner into a room, four sculpted
pedestals came into view. In this sequence the pedestals melted,
the candle burned, and the book fell open to a passage next to a
photograph of a person reading that very book. The character
stood, exited the photograph, and slid down the side of the
pedestal in that sequence of sculptures. The burning candle
symbolized a passage of time. The pedestal, in the library
setting, symbolized authority. With its plexiglass top it






I picked this book for its
cover. The generic title Psychology stood for all books of that
description. When the pedestal melted so did its authority,
making the character's escape possible. Once escaped, the
character found himself in the library in which his book was
kept. The chair on which he had just been sitting was also
there. Perhaps this fantasy was circular (like "Things are
Queer"
by Duane Michals, 1986) . If the character were to escape
from this room would he find himself in another library? In the
pedestal books, each passage that was seen (each sculpture had a
different passage) related directly to the concept of the work as
a whole. Any text that was not in these specific passages was
crossed out (although still legible) in red. The first passage
talked about a dream which was the context in which I wanted all
the work to be seen:
"Then the scene of the dream changed, and he was with
me in a large vaulted octagonal room in the center of
the citadel. The room was all white, very plain and
beautiful. Along the light colored walls stood low
divans, and before me on the floor lay ah open book
with black letters written in magnificent calligraphy
on milky-white
parchment."
The next book's passage addressed flight or fight:
"It is so obvious that so intricate, fundamental and
universal a reaction as his quick mobilization for
flight or fight must play a fateful role in human life
and human affairs. Many are the frustrations and the
irritations of everyday life, even in peacetime; hence,
there are few people who do not endure constant
frustration, constant irritation and hence constant
anger. As Thoreau once said, "The mass of men
lead
lives of quiet desperation." The irritation may be
physical or psychological, internal or external,
real
or imagined. It may arise from a decayed tooth, or a
miscarriage of justice, from feelings of inadequacy due
to prolonged and excessive dependence on one's parents,
to an unhappy home life, or to years of mistreatment
during childhood, from loss of a button, or loss of a
friend, living under a leaky roof, from an uneasy
conscience, or from exposure to battle conditions.
Whatever the irritation, man fights it by trying to
attack and destroy the source, or by escaping; and his
feelings are anger and
anxiety."
This was the basic anxiety that originally drove my
character to escape from his book and it's what drove him through
the rest of the work. The next passage dealt with paranoia:
"In two-thirds of the cases the onset of the disease
occurs in the thirties. It is therefore mainly a
disease of middle life. Cases do occur, however, in
the twenties. The course of the disease is always
chronic and all psychiatrists agree that it is
incurable. Anatomical findings are wanting. All cases
of paranoia should be committed since they are always
potentially dangerous; however, cases do get along on
the outside for many years and it is extremely probable
that many never come to the attention of a
psychiatrist. Case I: traveled from city to city to
escape persecution. Planned one
assault."
Paranoia is what my character faced in the white pillow
book. Finally the fourth passage dealt with depression:
"Noteworthy in depression is the hostility of the
patient, directed almost entirely against himself. The
self-accusatory trend seems to be mainly the
consequence of his orality
- that is, of the tendency
to identify with and incorporate the object. It is
often possible to trace clearly an earlier ambivalence
to the external object whose defection so commonly
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precipitates the depression. Neurotic depression has a
similar underlying dynamic, but the ego remains
intact
and adequate contact with reality is
preserved."
Basically the character was anxious, paranoid, depressed,
and on the run.
The pillow and curtain books were not made to resemble
conventional library books because the character's flight around
the room was fantastical. Reality was skewed for the character
just as it was for Alice when she went through the looking glass.
While the pillow book's cover had a conventional shape, its pages
looked as if they had grown and stretched. The puffiness of the
book was a reference to night mare or dream state. In my
nightmares things grow more and more puffy; noises grow louder;
lights grow brighter until everything explodes.
The pillow book was comprised of two separate passages. One
passage was the paragraph on paranoia pulled from the fifth
plaster sculpture, and the second passage was the paranoid
rambling of the
character'
s mind. I jumbled the two passages to
hide and confuse the meaning of both, but crossed out one passage
in transparent red ink so that the texts could be read
separately. Read straight through only bits and snatches of the
content were grasped:
"My thoughts In-. two thirds of the not that cases the
...onset thought. My thoughts of the disease occurs belong
to my other in
the' thirties . thoughts and your It is-
therefore thoughts belong mainly a*disease to your
other thoughts, of middle life-. Cases possessive, do
occur, however,,,, ^in Each mind keeps the twenties. Its
own thought The 'coursev:0'f the to itself. No disease is
always thought ever comes chronic and all psychiatrists
into contact with agree that^it^is any other incurable.
Anatomical consciousness than findings its own. are
wanting. Absolute insulation All cases of paranoia (is
the law). And yet should be he still knew, he committed
since knew what they are I was going always,potentially
to say and dangerous; he based however, cases his whole
do get along career on it the outside he knew what I
for many years was going to say because and it is they
were his words extremely probable his thoughts he
that
was the author he many neverscome thought up concepts
and to, the arguments that attention suited his of -a
struggle and said them psychiatrist.. Case I : in such a
dull traveled from unobtrusive way that city I picked
to city, to them up and treated them as my escape own
and I persecution. Planned can't have that, one It just
won't do, assault, it will not
do."
The color red was used to cross out text because of the
color's vibrant and passionate connotations. Single words were
accented by stuffing them individually. When just these words
were read (other; possessive; consciousness; potentially; I
picked to city; to them up and treated them; assault) a vague
impression of the character's feelings came through.
Two sets of photographs in the pillow book illustrated
paranoia and sleep, or dream state. In one set the character was
depicted running back and forth across the pages as if chased





from the bottom of the page to the top.
In the last of this sequence the character was grimacing with his
hands over his ears implying his desperation and frustration with
his own thoughts.
The theme of the green curtains was depression. Like
depression the material used was heavy, dark, and motionless.
The curtains and window fit into the concept of library, and the
type of window used as well as the color and feel of the curtains
added to the
"old"
atmosphere of the library. The curtains were
ten feet in length and had many folds. The result was an
exaggerated draping of cloth, and a physical involvement of the
viewer that went beyond just turning pages
- the viewer had to
really reach and move around to follow the text. The text was
pulled directly from the plaster book on depression as well as
from the character's thoughts:
"Noteworthy in This won't do, depression is It ~*just
won't do. the hostility of the patient, If -I a*run,
directed run almost entirely from^city against to city
himself. The self-accusatory trend maybe -he seems will
stop but to be mainly he follows and the consequence of
he won't quit,.. ,well his no more. orality
- that is,
I'll show him, of the tendency to identify with and
I'll incorporate the stop object, him. It is often
possible to* I'll trace clearly an earlier kill
ambivalence to him the external if
he'
s not object
whose careful, defection so commonly and then
precipitates the depression. Neurotic depression has
you'
ll.-a.see, a similar you'll underlying wish dynamic,
but you had the ego never remains intact and adequate
contact started, with
you'
11 wish reality is you had
never-met preserved,
me."
The photographs illustrated a depressive act, as opposed to
the emotion of depression.
- The character turns into two people
and one kills the other. This is also illustrative of the text
which speaks of self accusation and hostility.
The last book was a small photo album on a table which
conveyed the end of the character's fight. The character entered
this book and faded away because he didn't survive his
depression. The text showed his isolation:
"Oh this desperation; this feeling weighing down; I
can't ever return; and they laugh; they're laughing
behind those quiet conversations; those dull faces; oh
this feeling just gets stronger; won't be ignored; I
will slip; just slip;
away."
Over the table was a photograph on the wall which looked
like an indistinct painting of the character. The plastic gilt
frame satirized the importance put on
"art."
The image was
indistinct because the character had faded away or left this
particular library. Next to the table was a hat stand with the
character'





Overall, there were two main problems with the show. First,
the installation was unresolved. The room looked more like a
gallery than a library.
- The walls were gallery grey, the
ceiling was a drop ceiling with track lighting, the floor was
linoleum, and there wasn't enough furniture or books. Instead,
what furniture there was looked like art and was therefore
untouchable. In this atmosphere the thematic connections between
the sculptures were unclear as was the character's
"flight"
around the room. Second, I relied too much on the various texts
to present and support the conceptual ideas of the show. I
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should have placed more emphasis on the
visual/sculptural/aesthetic characteristics of the pieces.
Because the texts were relied on for information some viewers
felt they needed an historical or contemporary familiarity with
psychological theory to understand the show, although this was
not the case. The theories used were used only as a basis on
which to build the surreal world of the character. I tried to
make the library appear old because though the theories were not
esoteric and are still fundamentally used today, the language of
the theories was dated as were the physical appearances of the
books which contained them. I chose to work with a dated time
frame for the books and thus the library simply because I was
drawn to the language of the theories, the feel/look of the old
books (I even removed the dust jackets to enhance that look) , and
because an
"aged"
library felt more authentic to me than not. I
was not trying to capture a specific time frame, I was trying to
avoid a current one. In retrospect the library should have been
a surreal deviation from a real library in order to illustrate
the skewed world the character escaped into, and to rob the
theories of their seriousness. Also, each individual piece of
work, without relying on the text, should have been stronger in




s inhibitions about handling artwork in
a gallery setting will always be a struggle as long as certain
taboos exist. In the library's sterile setting the
books'
sculptural forms were not enough to entice viewers to handle
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them. Neither were the
books'
placements. Specifically, the
curtain book stood in a corner where moving around it and
stretching the material out fully became difficult. Handling
revealed visual information (text, photographs) hidden in the
folds of the books, textural information, as well as possible new
sculptural forms through draping. Reading the text was important
because a large part of the show was on an intellectual
(conceptual) level and could only be grasped through the text.
Had the library held a richness or fascination, the viewers would
have lingered over the setting and the books.
Before critiquing the texts of the show I need to describe
how and why the texts were presented as they were:
In the plaster books the transparent red lines highlighted
the untouched passages while leaving the context in which they
were written (the crossed out text) accessible. The context
emphasized that these books were psychology texts. The red lines
also made the pillow and curtain books readable by separating the
jumbled texts. Generally, the red lines were used as a metaphor
for the subconscious. Certain thoughts are suppressed in the
subconscious and thus hidden from the conscious mind. Bits of
these thoughts are released into the conscious mind in the form
of dreams, slips of the tongue etc. In the plaster books the
crossed out text was
"suppressed"
and thus hidden (yet still
readable just as the subconscious is readable through
psychoanalysis). The passages which weren't crossed out were on
the conscious level. In the pillow book the crossed out text had
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come from a plaster book and was the context in which the
character's thoughts (not crossed out) were created. Or, in
terms of metaphor, the crossed out text (the definition of
paranoia) was suppressed, while the character's thoughts were on
a conscious level. In a true paranoid psychosis the patient
doesn't realize he's paranoid, and neither did the character. In
the curtain book the character's thoughts were crossed out while
the plaster book's passage was not, emphasizing that the
subconscious had taken over.
The pillow and curtain books would have been impossible to
read had it not been for the red lines separating the texts. As
it was, length, visually unclear writing, and the manipulation
needed made reading difficult and required commitment from the
viewers. I used fragmented writing to make the narrative elusive
instead of obvious and made the books larger than life to
encourage viewers to stretch and reach because I wanted viewers
to opt for physical involvement with the work, not passive
observation. The more the viewer handled and reread the books,
the more the narration was revealed, and the more their
experience involved multiple senses. There is a fine line
between curiosity and intrigue inspired by a puzzle and the
frustration and boredom of a piece that is too difficult to
understand. Unfortunately many viewers were too frustrated by
the books, although one said she felt
"paranoid"
when unable to
understand the pillow book. My motivation to make these books
difficult to understand came from the feeling that the more
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someone works toward an understanding, the deeper that
understanding will penetrate, and the more satisfaction that
person will receive. Also, in this show's context I wanted the
viewer to work at understanding the books because studying the
subconscious in particular and mental illness in general takes
constant work.
All the pieces of artwork should have come together to
portray the show's main concepts. And the elements (form,
material, feel, text, photographs, etc.) of a given piece should
have worked together equally to emphasize that particular
artwork'
s meaning. The plaster
books'
photographs were the
weakest visual element in that series, while the physical
metamorphosis from pedestal to puddle was the strongest. The
text was strong visually although the concepts the text was
supporting were vague because the text was not in narrative form.
The text in the pillow and curtain books was the strongest visual
element as well as the strongest narrative element. If the
pillow and curtain
books'
photographs had been more illustrative
of the narrative, then the viewers who gave up on the text might
still have been able to follow the plot.
Asking an audience to struggle for an understanding is fine
as long as the struggle leads to insight. I think the concepts
in my show were strong but the
presentation was weak. Therefore,
too much struggle was required of the viewer, which didn't
necessarily lead to insight. If the
main concept of a show is
obvious, then parallel or
tangential themes that are more
14
difficult to grasp can be hidden. This way there will be a
common understanding by the viewers of the work and full




The concept of a character leaving the book he is in, only
to find himself in a surreal world, is the concept that I still
want to work with. I also want to continue working with my
original pieces, but these will not fit into the concept of a
traditional library installation unless forced.
Therefore, the new installation which I am currently working
towards is as follows:
The viewer will enter a hallway with a small room attached.
The walls and ceilings will be papered in mural photographs of
library stacks and close ups of books. The
"stacks"
will give
the illusion of depth. The images will change in perspective and
size. This will give the viewer a sense of the surreal and
vertigo. The pedestal books will be set up in the middle of the
hallway so the viewer will be forced to walk by them in the
correct sequential direction. There will be enough room in the
hallway for the viewer to view the pedestals from all sides.
There will not be any sequential order to the rest of the books
in the small room; they will be placed in a seemingly random
order, and at seemingly random angles to each other and the
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walls. The pillow book will be against the far wall (at an
angle) so that the viewer's first glimpse of it will be from a
distance, which will emphasize the book's sculptural aspects.
The curtain book will be hung diagonally in the middle of the
room. This will allow access to it on all sides and adequate
room to manipulate the cloth. Also in the middle of the room
will be a plaster fireplace with the frame of a large mirror (or
painting) resting on the mantel. There will be nothing inside
the frame. The frame will be square except for the bottom right
corner which will appear to stretch over the right edge of the
mantel, as if it couldn't support its own weight and began to
melt. On the mantel in front of the mirror will be three of the
cloth books used in the original show, and a globe. The globe
will be made out of plaster and will drape over the mantel. Two
of the books will be lying flat
-
one on top of the other. The
third will be standing upright but closed. Out of the top of
this book, pulling himself out of the pages, will be a plaster
figure. He will be painted as the pages are so as to appear
marbled. On the other side of the mirror will be an identical
globe and books, except any writing on either will be mirror
writing. These books and globe will be unmovable (nailed down) .
Against one wall will be a long table. It is the only piece that
will be parallel to a wall. It will be bolted to the wall so
that its legs are a few inches off the floor. On the table will
be four open psychology books in a row (nailed down) . If the
viewer views these books left to right it will appear that a
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plaster figure, similar to the figure on the fireplace mantel,
breaks his way out of the books: in the first book just the head
and arms will be emerging from behind the words. By the fourth
book all but one foot will have been pulled free. All four
figures will be completely covered by words. The readable text
on the open face of the books will be different academic
discussions of death and how people fight the inevitable. There
will also be 3 or 4 chairs scattered around the room. They will
all have a few inches sawed off one or two legs so that they lean
crazily to one side.




bases will be cut down and shaped to
give them more of an organic feel in keeping with the sculptures
themselves. The unclear photographic images on the sides of the
sculptures will be replaced with sharply focused imagery. These
images will be attached to the sculptures by a thick plaster base
in the shape of the character's body. i.e. the image of the
character sliding down the sides of the sculpture will be
somewhat 3-dimensional . Similarly, the photographic prints set
into the
sculptures'
books will be replaced with new photographs.
These photographs, in conjunction with the imagery on the side of
the sculptures, will clarify the concept of the character's
escape from the book.
The base originally used to support the pillow book (boxes
covered by sheets) will be replaced with three free standing
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wooden sculptures which the book will drape over. These
sculptures will be waist high and add to the visual impact of the
whole piece when viewed from a distance.
The curtain book's images did not describe the character's
actions or mood well enough. Therefore, to illustrate the
depression which the text describes, and to emphasize the concept
of a character leaving a book, the old photographs will be
replaced. The new images will be large and clear enough to
depict facial expressions, which will illustrate sadness and
depression. The character's body will also depict depression
through gesture (head in arms, stooped shoulders, etc.). The
action of the character leaving the book will be illustrated by a
sequence of the character marching from left to right across the
curtain's
"pages."
He will start up high on the right and end up
down low on the left with his feet touching the floor. Also as
the images progress from left to right, they will turn from
photographic print to stuffed cloth sculpture. The first image
will be a flat black & white photograph flush with the cloth of
the curtain, and the last image will be a 3-dimensional stuffed
cloth figure attached to the curtain. On the floor and wall to
the right of the curtain will be a line of stuffed cloth figures
which will give the illusion that the character marches across
the floor and into the wall (to become lost in the mural of
stacks) .
The photograph album will be omitted from the show because
it was unresolved and unclear and therefore didn't add to the
atmosphere of the original or the new installation. I included
it in the original show because I wanted the
character'
s travel
to be circular - out of one book, into a library, in and out of
two books in the library, and finally into a last book where he
faded away. I don't need to include it in the new show because
the only relevant concept is that of a character finding himself
in a surreal world after exiting a book.
In the original show it was not clear that the problems
pulled from the plaster
sculptures'
texts (flight or fight,
paranoia, depression) applied to the character. Therefore, in
the new installation, the text/context of every book will be
"mental illness,
"
but will be secondary to the concept of the
character exiting the book, or existing in a surreal space.
SUMMARY
Using the original thesis show as a base I am currently
working toward the creation or a surreal space in which every
piece of art will echo the main concept of the show while still
portraying its own individual meaning. At the time of this
writing I have finished the wooden bases for the pillow book, and
the sequence of four open books/escaping figures.
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After my first couple of quarters at RIT I turned from
"straight"
photography to bookmaking because it seemed new,
exciting, and promising. I liked the logical and subtle way
sequencing could be used to communicate, and the effects I could
achieve by combining different materials with my photographs.
Eventually the physical characteristics of these materials (how
they folded, stacked, draped etc.) became integral to the way I
wanted my pieces experienced, and my
"books"
began to lean toward
the sculptural.
I continued to work with these issues for my thesis show.
The resulting pieces were complex enough to be experienced and
understood from different angles of approach. One could
intellectually analyze the conceptual aspects of the show, or
just relate to the work through an intuitive approach. I wanted
the work to be open to different degrees of understanding
depending on the viewer's motivation. Ideally I wanted the
viewer to become involved with the surfaces and forms of the
material
- the weight of the pages, the illusion of liquid
plaster etc. and still walk away pondering the issues of mental
illness and the possibility of a character escaping from its
book.
The decision to present my work as an installation was made
because I wanted to tie my pieces together thematically, and to
guide the viewer through my ideas without resorting to straight
forward illustration. The installation was set up as follows:
As the viewer entered the installation he or she found
him/herself in a hallway filled with books. There were two
chairs which suggested leisurely browsing. A few of the books on
the shelves were: Denial of illness, Escape From Freedom, On
Psychoanalysis, The Psychology of Women, etc. There were no
contemporary psychology books on the shelves, only old texts.
The only handmade books were three stuffed linen books which said
"Psychology"
and which sat on top of one of the bookshelves.
Their covers were made from a photograph of the first pedestal
book. I painted the pages together in a clump to give the
illusion of marbled paper and to prevent the books from being
opened. If the covers were opened, though, it was apparent that
the books originally were soft cover and were contemporary
psychology books (by authors such as Rollo May etc.). There was
also an old clock and an old globe present. The point of the
hallway was to set up a sense of time and place and to hint at
the surreal changes that would be taking place in the next room
of the installation. A pedestal stood at the end of the hallway.
On it were a candle and a book labeled Psychology.
As the viewer rounded the corner into a room, four sculpted
pedestals came into view. In this sequence the pedestals melted,
the candle burned, and the book fell open to a passage next to a
photograph of a person reading that very book. The character
stood, exited the photograph, and slid down the side of the
pedestal in that sequence of sculptures. The burning candle
symbolized a passage of time. The pedestal, in the library
setting, symbolized authority. With its plexiglass top it





I picked this book for its
cover. The generic title Psychology stood for all books of that
description. When the pedestal melted so did its authority,
making the character's escape possible. Once escaped, the
character found himself in the library in which his book was
kept. The chair on which he had just been sitting was also
there. Perhaps this fantasy was circular (like "Things are
Queer"
by Duane Michals, 1986) . If the character were to escape
from this room would he find himself in another library? In the
pedestal books, each passage that was seen (each sculpture had a
different passage) related directly to the concept of the work as
a whole. Any text that was not in these specific passages was
crossed out (although still legible) in red. The first passage
talked about a dream which was the context in which I wanted all
the work to be seen:
"Then the scene of the dream changed, and he was with
me in a large vaulted octagonal room in the center of
the citadel. The room was all white, very plain and
beautiful. Along the light colored walls stood low
divans, and before me on the floor lay an open book
with black letters written in magnificent calligraphy
on milky-white
parchment."
The next book's passage addressed flight or fight:
"It is so obvious that so intricate, fundamental and
universal a reaction as his quick mobilization for
flight or fight must play a fateful role in human life
and human affairs. Many are the frustrations and the
irritations of everyday life, even in peacetime; hence,
there are few people who do not endure constant
frustration, constant irritation and hence constant
anger. As Thoreau once said, "The mass of men lead
lives of quiet desperation." The irritation may be
physical or psychological, internal or external, real
or imagined. It may arise from a decayed tooth, or a
miscarriage of justice, from feelings of inadequacy due
to prolonged and excessive dependence on one's parents,
to an unhappy home life, or to years of mistreatment
during childhood, from loss of a button, or loss of a
friend, living under a leaky roof, from an uneasy
conscience, or from exposure to battle conditions.
Whatever the irritation, man fights it by trying to
attack and destroy the source, or by escaping; and his
feelings are anger and
anxiety."
This was the basic anxiety that originally drove my
character to escape from his book and it's what drove him through
the rest of the work. The next passage dealt with paranoia:
"In two-thirds of the cases the onset of the disease
occurs in the thirties. It is therefore mainly a
disease of middle life. Cases do occur, however, in
the twenties. The course of the disease is always
chronic and all psychiatrists agree that it is
incurable. Anatomical findings are wanting. All cases
of paranoia should be committed since they are always
potentially dangerous; however, cases do get along on
the outside for many years and it is extremely probable
that many never come to the attention of a
psychiatrist. Case I: traveled from city to city to
escape persecution. Planned one
assault."
Paranoia is what my character faced in the white pillow
book. Finally the fourth passage dealt with depression:
"Noteworthy in depression is the hostility of the
patient, directed almost entirely against himself. The
self-accusatory trend seems to be mainly the
consequence of his orality
- that is, of the tendency
to identify with and incorporate the object. It is
often possible to trace clearly an earlier ambivalence
to the external object whose defection so commonly
precipitates the depression. Neurotic depression has a
similar underlying dynamic, but the ego remains intact
and adequate contact with reality is
preserved."
Basically the character was anxious, paranoid, depressed,
and on the run.
The pillow and curtain books were not made to resemble
conventional library books because the character's flight around
the room was fantastical. Reality was skewed for the character
just as it was for Alice when she went through the looking glass.
While the pillow
book'
s cover had a conventional shape, its pages
looked as if they had grown and stretched. The puffiness of the
book was a reference to night mare or dream state. In my
nightmares things grow more and more puffy; noises grow louder;
lights grow brighter until everything explodes.
The pillow book was comprised of two separate passages. One
passage was the paragraph on paranoia pulled from the fifth
plaster sculpture, and the second passage was the paranoid
rambling of the character's mind. I jumbled the two passages to
hide and confuse the meaning of both, but crossed out one passage
in transparent red ink so that the texts could be read
separately. Read straight through only bits and snatches of the
content were grasped:
"My thoughts In two
thirds' of the not that cases the
onset thought. My thoughts of the disease occurs belong
to my other in -the thirties, thoughts and your It is
therefore thoughts belong mainly a disease to your
other thoughts, of middle life;-*Cases possessive, do
occur,^however, in Each mind keeps the twenties. Its
own thought The- course of the to itself. No disease is
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always thought ever comes chronic and allJspsychiatrists
into contact with agree that" it is any other incurable.
Anatomical consciousness than findings its own. are
wanting. Absolute insulation All
cases"
of paranoia (is
the law) . And yet should be he still knew, he committed
since knew what they are I was going always potentially
to say and dangerous; he based however, cases his whole
do;-get along career on it the outside he knew what I
for many years was going to say because and it is they
were his words extremely probable his thoughts he that
was the author he many
never"
come thought up concepts
and to the arguments that attention suited his of a
struggle and said them psychiatrist. Case I: in such a
dull traveled from unobtrusive way that city I picked
to city "to them up and treated them as my escape own
and I persecution. Planned can't have that, one It just
won't do, assault, it will not
do."
The color red was used to cross out text because of the
color's vibrant and passionate connotations. Single words were
accented by stuffing them individually. When just these words
were read (other; possessive; consciousness; potentially; I
picked to city; to them up and treated them; assault) a vague
impression of the character's feelings came through.
Two sets of photographs in the pillow book illustrated
paranoia and sleep, or dream state. In one set the character was
depicted running back and forth across the pages as if chased
(persecuted). In the second sequence the character's eyes were
closed as he
"floated"
from the bottom of the page to the top.
In the last of this sequence the character was grimacing with his
hands over his ears implying his desperation and frustration with
his own thoughts.
The theme of the green curtains was depression. Like
depression the material used was heavy, dark, and motionless.
The curtains and window fit into the concept of library, and the
type of window used as well as the color and feel of the curtains
added to the
"old"
atmosphere of the library. The curtains were
ten feet in length and had many folds. The result was an
exaggerated draping of cloth, and a physical involvement of the
viewer that went beyond just turning pages
- the viewer had to
really reach and move around to follow the text. The text was
pulled directly from the plaster book on depression as well as
from the character's thoughts:
"Noteworthy in This won't do, depression is It just
won't do. the hostility of the patient, If I run,
directed run almost entirely from city against to city
himself. The self-accusatory trend maybe he seems will
stop"? but to be mainly he follows and the consequence of
he- won't quit,. Kwell his no -more. orality
- that is,
I'll show him, of the tendency to identify with and
I'll incorporate the stop object, him. It is often
possible to I'll trace clearly an earlier kill
ambivalence to him the external if he's not object
whose careful, defection so commonly and then
precipitates the depression. Neurotic depression has
you'li see, a similar you'll underlying wish dynamic,
but you had the ego never remains intact and adequate
contact started, with
you'
11 wish reality is you had
never met preserved,
me."
The photographs illustrated a depressive act, as opposed to
the emotion of depression.
- The character turns into two people
and one kills the other. This is also illustrative of the text
which speaks of self accusation and hostility.
The last book was a small photo album on a table which
conveyed the end of the character's fight. The character entered
this book and faded away because he didn't survive his
depression. The text showed his isolation:
"Oh this desperation; this feeling weighing down; I
can't ever return; and they laugh; they're laughing
behind those quiet conversations; those dull faces; oh
this feeling just gets stronger; won't be ignored; I
will slip; just slip;
away."
Over the table was a photograph on the wall which looked
like an indistinct painting of the character. The plastic gilt
frame satirized the importance put on
"art."
The image was
indistinct because the character had faded away or left this
particular library. Next to the table was a hat stand with the
character's hat on it, referring to the character's past presence
and current absence.
CRITIQUE
Overall, there were two main problems with the show. First,
the installation was unresolved. The room looked more like a
gallery than a library.
- The walls were gallery grey, the
ceiling was a drop ceiling with track lighting, the floor was
linoleum, and there wasn't enough furniture or books. Instead,
what furniture there was looked like art and was therefore
untouchable. In this atmosphere the thematic connections between
the sculptures were unclear as was the character's
"flight"
around the room. Second, I relied too much on the various texts
to present and support the conceptual ideas of the show. I
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should have placed more emphasis on the
visual/sculptural/aesthetic characteristics of the pieces.
Because the texts were relied on for information some viewers
felt they needed an historical or contemporary familiarity with
psychological theory to understand the show, although this was
not the case. The theories used were used only as a basis on
which to build the surreal world of the character. I tried to
make the library appear old because though the theories were not
esoteric and are still fundamentally used today, the language of
the theories was dated as were the physical appearances of the
books which contained them. I chose to work with a dated time
frame for the books and thus the library simply because I was
drawn to the language of the theories, the feel/look of the old
books (I even removed the dust jackets to enhance that look) , and
because an
"aged"
library felt more authentic to me than not. I
was not trying to capture a specific time frame, I was trying to
avoid a current one. In retrospect the library should have been
a surreal deviation from a real library in order to illustrate
the skewed world the character escaped into, and to rob the
theories of their seriousness. Also, each individual piece of
work, without relying on the text, should have been stronger in
portraying the story of the character's
"flight."
Overcoming a viewer's inhibitions about handling artwork in
a gallery setting will always be
a struggle as long as certain
taboos exist. In the library's sterile setting the
books'
sculptural forms were not enough to entice viewers to handle
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them. Neither were the books' placements. Specifically, the
curtain book stood in a corner where moving around it and
stretching the material out fully became difficult. Handling
revealed visual information (text, photographs) hidden in the
folds of the books, textural information, as well as possible new
sculptural forms through draping. Reading the text was important
because a large part of the show was on an intellectual
(conceptual) level and could only be grasped through the text.
Had the library held a richness or fascination, the viewers would
have lingered over the setting and the books.
Before critiquing the texts of the show I need to describe
how and why the texts were presented as they were:
In the plaster books the transparent red lines highlighted
the untouched passages while leaving the context in which they
were written (the crossed out text) accessible. The context
emphasized that these books were psychology texts. The red lines
also made the pillow and curtain books readable by separating the
jumbled texts. Generally, the red lines were used as a metaphor
for the subconscious. Certain thoughts are suppressed in the
subconscious and thus hidden from the conscious mind. Bits of
these thoughts are released into the conscious mind in the form
of dreams, slips of the tongue etc. In the plaster books the
crossed out text was
"suppressed"
and thus hidden (yet still
readable just as the subconscious is readable through
psychoanalysis) . The passages which weren't crossed out were on
the conscious level. In the pillow book the crossed out text had
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come from a plaster book and was the context in which the
character's thoughts (not crossed out) were created. Or, in
terms of metaphor, the crossed out text (the definition of
paranoia) was suppressed, while the character's thoughts were on
a conscious level. In a true paranoid psychosis the patient
doesn't realize he's paranoid, and neither did the character. In
the curtain book the character' s thoughts were crossed out while
the plaster book's passage was not, emphasizing that the
subconscious had taken over.
The pillow and curtain books would have been impossible to
read had it not been for the red lines separating the texts. As
it was, length, visually unclear writing, and the manipulation
needed made reading difficult and required commitment from the
viewers. I used fragmented writing to make the narrative elusive
instead of obvious and made the books larger than life to
encourage viewers to stretch and reach because I wanted viewers
to opt for physical involvement with the work, not passive
observation. The more the viewer handled and reread the books,
the more the narration was revealed, and the more their
experience involved multiple senses. There is a fine line
between curiosity and intrigue inspired by a puzzle and the
frustration and boredom of a piece that is too difficult to
understand. Unfortunately many viewers were too frustrated by
the books, although one said she felt
"paranoid"
when unable to
understand the pillow book. My motivation to make these books
difficult to understand came from the feeling that the more
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someone works toward an understanding, the deeper that
understanding will penetrate, and the more satisfaction that
person will receive. Also, in this show's context I wanted the
viewer to work at understanding the books because studying the
subconscious in particular and mental illness in general takes
constant work.
All the pieces of artwork should have come together to
portray the show's main concepts. And the elements (form,
material, feel, text, photographs, etc.) of a given piece should
have worked together equally to emphasize that particular
artwork'
s meaning. The plaster
books'
photographs were the
weakest visual element in that series, while the physical
metamorphosis from pedestal to puddle was the strongest. The
text was strong visually although the concepts the text was
supporting were vague because the text was not in narrative form.
The text in the pillow and curtain books was the strongest visual
element as well as the strongest narrative element. If the
pillow and curtain
books'
photographs had been more illustrative
of the narrative, then the viewers who gave up on the text might
still have been able to follow the plot.
Asking an audience to struggle for an understanding is fine
as long as the struggle leads to insight.
I think the concepts
in my show were strong but
the presentation was weak. Therefore,
too much struggle was required of the viewer, which didn't
necessarily lead to insight.
If the main concept of a show is
obvious, then parallel
or tangential themes that are more
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difficult to grasp can be hidden. This way there will be a
common understanding by the viewers of the work and full
comprehension will be a matter of degree, depending on the
viewer's effort.
HOW TO REDO
The concept of a character leaving the book he is in, only
to find himself in a surreal world, is the concept that I still
want to work with. I also want to continue working with my
original pieces, but these will not fit into the concept of a
traditional library installation unless forced.
Therefore, the new installation which I am currently working
towards is as follows:
The viewer will enter a hallway with a small room attached.
The walls and ceilings will be papered in mural photographs of
library stacks and close ups of books. The
"stacks"
will give
the illusion of depth. The images will change in perspective and
size. This will give the viewer a sense of the surreal and
vertigo. The pedestal books will be set up in the middle of the
hallway so the viewer will be forced to walk by them in the
correct sequential direction. There will be enough room in the
hallway for the viewer to view the pedestals from all sides.
There will not be any sequential
order to the rest of the books
in the small room; they will be placed in a seemingly random
order, and at seemingly random angles
to each other and the
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walls. The pillow book will be against the far wall (at an
angle) so that the viewer's first glimpse of it will be from a
distance, which will emphasize the book's sculptural aspects.
The curtain book will be hung diagonally in the middle of the
room. This will allow access to it on all sides and adequate
room to manipulate the cloth. Also in the middle of the room
will be a plaster fireplace with the frame of a large mirror (or
painting) resting on the mantel. There will be nothing inside
the frame. The frame will be square except for the bottom right
corner which will appear to stretch over the right edge of the
mantel, as if it couldn't support its own weight and began to
melt. On the mantel in front of the mirror will be three of the
cloth books used in the original show, and a globe. The globe
will be made out of plaster and will drape over the mantel. Two
of the books will be lying flat
-
one on top of the other. The
third will be standing upright but closed. Out of the top of
this book, pulling himself out of the pages, will be a plaster
figure. He will be painted as the pages are so as to appear
marbled. On the other side of the mirror will be an identical
globe and books, except any writing on either will be mirror
writing. These books and globe will be unmovable (nailed down) .
Against one wall will be a long table. It is the only piece that
will be parallel to a wall. It will be bolted to the wall so
that its legs are a few inches off the floor. On the table will
be four open psychology books in a row (nailed down) . If the
viewer views these books left to right it will appear that a
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plaster figure, similar to the figure on the fireplace mantel,
breaks his way out of the books: in the first book just the head
and arms will be emerging from behind the words. By the fourth
book all but one foot will have been pulled free. All four
figures will be completely covered by words. The readable text
on the open face of the books will be different academic
discussions of death and how people fight the inevitable. There
will also be 3 or 4 chairs scattered around the room. They will
all have a few inches sawed off one or two legs so that they lean
crazily to one side.




bases will be cut down and shaped to
give them more of an organic feel in keeping with the sculptures
themselves. The unclear photographic images on the sides of the
sculptures will be replaced with sharply focused imagery. These
images will be attached to the sculptures by a thick plaster base
in the shape of the character's body. i.e. the image of the
character sliding down the sides of the sculpture will be
somewhat 3-dimensional. Similarly, the photographic prints set
into the
sculptures'
books will be replaced with new photographs.
These photographs, in conjunction with the imagery on the side of
the sculptures, will clarify the concept of the character's
escape from the book.
The base originally used to support the pillow book (boxes
covered by sheets) will be replaced with three free standing
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wooden sculptures which the book will drape over. These
sculptures will be waist high and add to the visual impact of the
whole piece when viewed from a distance.
The curtain book's images did not describe the character's
actions or mood well enough. Therefore, to illustrate the
depression which the text describes, and to emphasize the concept
of a character leaving a book, the old photographs will be
replaced. The new images will be large and clear enough to
depict facial expressions, which will illustrate sadness and
depression. The character's body will also depict depression
through gesture (head in arms, stooped shoulders, etc.). The
action of the character leaving the book will be illustrated by a
sequence of the character marching from left to right across the
curtain's
"pages."
He will start up high on the right and end up
down low on the left with his feet touching the floor. Also as
the images progress from left to right, they will turn from
photographic print to stuffed cloth sculpture. The first image
will be a flat black & white photograph flush with the cloth of
the curtain, and the last image will be a 3-dimensional stuffed
cloth figure attached to the curtain. On the floor and wall to
the right of the curtain will be a line of stuffed cloth figures
which will give the illusion that the character marches across
the floor and into the wall (to become lost in the mural of
stacks) .
The photograph album will be omitted
from the show because
it was unresolved and unclear and
therefore didn't add to the
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atmosphere of the original or the new installation. I included
it in the original show because I wanted the
character'
s travel
to be circular - out of one book, into a library, in and out of
two books in the library, and finally into a last book where he
faded away. I don't need to include it in the new show because
the only relevant concept is that of a character finding himself
in a surreal world after exiting a book.
In the original show it was not clear that the problems
pulled from the plaster
sculptures'
texts (flight or fight,
paranoia, depression) applied to the character. Therefore, in
the new installation, the text/context of every book will be
"mental illness,
"
but will be secondary to the concept of the
character exiting the book, or existing in a surreal space.
SUMMARY
Using the original thesis
show as a base I am currently
working toward the
creation or a surreal space in which every
piece of art will echo the main
concept of the show while still
portraying its own
individual meaning. At the time of this
writing I have
finished the wooden bases for the pillow book, and
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